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Abstract 
We are concerned in this paper with techniques for computing upper bounds on the optimal 
objective function value to any unconstrained O-l quadratic programming problem (maximization). 
In particular, we study three methods for obtaining upper bounds as presented in a recent paper by 
Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone: (1) generating two classes of upper-bounding linear functions 
referred to as paved upper planes and roofs, (2) solving the continuous relaxation of a mixed-integer 
linear problem by Rhys, and (3) the quadratic complementation of variables which results in 
a bound called the height. We show that all three methods directly result from standard properties of 
a reformulation of the quadratic problem as a mixed-integer linear program, with methods (1) and 
(3) resulting from a Lagrangian dual of this reformulation. Based on this reformulation, we expand 
upon the published results. 
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In a recent paper, Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone [7] discuss a number of methods 
for computing upper bounds on the optimal objective function value of a quadratic 
unconstrained O-l maximization problem. These methods include: (1) generating two 
classes of upper-bounding linear functions referred to as paved upper planes and 
roofs, (2) solving the continuous relaxation of a mixed-integer linear problem (based 
on an idea of Rhys [lo]) and (3) the quadratic complementation of variables which 
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results in a bound called the height. While these three methods appear unrelated, 
Hammer, Hansen and Simeone [7] together with Lu and Simeone [8] were able to 
show that these techniques do, in fact, yield the same upper bound. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we show that all three methods result 
from standard properties of a reformulation of the quadratic problem as a mixed- 
integer linear program, originally proposed by Glover and Woolsey [6]. Second, 
we use this reformulation to expand upon the published results, and to relate these 
results to other works in the literature. We show that the set of all paved upper 
planes and the set of all roofs may be generated from a Lagrangian dual of this 
reformulation, with the latter set a dominating subset of the former obtained 
by assigning dual variable values of 0 to a subset of the constraints deemed 
redundant at optimality. Moreover, we show that the quadratic complementation 
of variables, which yields the height, also results from a Lagrangian dual of 
this reformulation, with the slack variables serving as the complemented 
variables. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we present some background 
information and review some of the concepts found in Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone 
[7]. Following this, in Section 2 we present the linearization of interest and examine 
some of its special properties. Included here are the determination of a subset of the 
constraints which are redundant at optimality and a discussion of the equivalence 
between the given linearization and that of Rhys [lo]. In Section 3 we explain how 
paved upper planes and roofs relate to this linearization, and show that corresponding 
to any paved upper plane there exists a roof which strictly dominates it if and only if 
the paved upper plane is not itself a roof. We then relate our work to Magnanti and 
Wong’s [9] pareto-optimal cutting planes for mixed-integer programming problems 
by showing that a paved upper plane defines a pareto-optimal cut if and only if it is 
a roof. We conclude our study in Section 4 by explaining quadratic complementation 
in terms of Lagrangian duality, and by showing how the concept of height derives 
from the given linearization. 
1. Background 
We are concerned in this paper with the class of unconstrained O-1 quadratic 
maximization problems of the form 
QP: max f(x) 
x binary 
f(x) is pseudo-Boolean function by xi + Ci_,jqijxixj. “X 
binary” used to an n-vector all of components are or 1. 
this paper, consider only terms xixj f(x) for qij # 
and we without loss generality that = 0 j), i j. 
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To begin, we recall a number of definitions of Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone [7]. 
An upper plane p(x) for f(x) denotes a linear function in x such that p(x) >f(x) for all 
x binary. A set S of upper planes is said to be complete if 
f(x) = min p(x) for each x binary (1.1) 
PES 
so that 
u(QP) = max f(x) = max min p(x). (1.2) 
x binary x binary ps.5 
Throughout this paper, IJ( .) will be used to denote the optimal objective func- 
tion value of the corresponding problem. Given a complete set of upper planes 
S, those upper planes p*(x) in S which most closely approximate u(QP) in the 
sense that 
max p*(x) = min max p(x) 
x binary PE S x binary 
(1.3) 
are referred to as best upper planes. These planes are useful in that they provide 
a “minimal” upper bound on o(QP). 
Two classes of upper planes are of particular interest. Corresponding to a given 
quadratic pseudo-Boolean functionf(x), let N = {(i, j): i < j, 4ij < 0} and P = {(i j): 
i < j, qij > 0). A paved upper plane is a linear function of the form 
C qiiXi + C (aijxi + bijxj + cij) 
I (i, j)sPuN 
(1.4) 
such that for each (i, j)~l”uN, cij 2 0, aij + cij 2 0, bij + cij 2 0, and aij + bij + 
cij 2 qij. Such a function is clearly an upper plane since for any binary x, 
UijXi + bijxj + Cij 2 q;jXiXj V(i, j)EP u N. A roof is a linear function of the form 
T qiixi + (, g p CAijxi + (4ij - AjJxj) + (, ,5: N Aij(l - xi - Xj) 
1, E I, E 
(1.5) 
where 0 I lij I lqijl V(i, j)EPuN. The set of roofs is a subset of the set of paved upper 
planes in that by restricting 
(i) Uij + bij = qij with aij, bij 2 0 and cij = 0 V(i, j)EP, and 
(ii) 0 I Cij I - qij and aij = bij = - cij V(i, j)EN 
in the latter set, one obtains the former. Given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function 
f(x), we let R represent the set of all roofs and II represent the set of all paved upper 
planes. The roof-dual is defined as v(R) = minpoR max, binary p(x) and the paved-dual is 
defined as v(n) = min,,n max, binary p(x). Both values v(R) and o(n) provide an upper 
bound on v(QP) and, as is later discussed, u(R) = u(n). 
We find it convenient to include here two additional definitions relative to paved 
upper planes which are not found in [7] but which we use in Section 3. Given two 
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upper planes p’(x) and p(x) of a O-l quadratic functionf(x), p’(x) dominates p(x) if 
p’(x) s p(x) for all x binary. p’(x) is said to strictly dominate p(x) if it dominates p(x) 
with p’(2) < p(2) for at least one ~2 binary. 
A second upper bound on u(QP) can be obtained via a mixed-integer linear 
reformulation of Problem QP based on an idea of Rhys [lo]. As explained in [7], this 
reformulation can be obtained by replacing the term qijxixj with qijxj - qij.fixj 
for each (i,j)EN so that all quadratic terms have positive coefficients. (Such a 
complementation of variables is not unique as, for example, one may choose to 
replace the terms qijXiXj V(i,j)EN with qijXi - qijXiXj.) By using the substitution of 
variables yij = XiXj for all (i,j)EP and yij = XiXj for all (i,j)EN and including the 
constraints suggested by Rhys, we obtain the following problem called the “discrete 
Rhys form” (DRF). 
DRF: max C YijYij - C YijYij + 1 (qij + C (iii)Xi, 
(i.j)eP (i,j)eh’ I j:( j. i)EN 
s.t. _Vij 5 Xi V (i,jkP, (1.6) 
Yij I Xj V (i,jkP, (1.7) 
Yij < 1 - Xi V (i, j)EN, (1.8) 
Yij I Xj V (i,jkN, (1.9) 
Xi binary V i, (1.10) 
yij binary V (i, j)EPuN. (1.11) 
The constraints (1.6)-( 1 .l 1) are used to enforce the condition that at any optimal 
solution to Problem DRF, yij = XiXj V(i, j)EP and yij = Xixj V(i, j)EN. (Constraints 
(1.11) can be omitted without changing the set of optimal solutions.) Hence, 
u(DRF) = u(QP). We are interested here in the continuous Rhys form, Problem CRF, 
obtained by replacing the binary restrictions on x and y in (1 .lO) and (1.11) with 
0 I x I 1 and 0 I y I 1 respectively. Clearly, Problem CRF produces an upper 
bound on u(QP). Under the condition that N = @I, Rhys [IO] was able to show that 
v(CRF) equals tl(QP). 
A third upper bound on o(QP) can be obtained by using a complementation of 
variables. As defined in [7], a quadratic posiform 4(x, X) associated with a pseudo- 
Boolean functionf(x) is a quadratic function in the binary variables x and X of the 
form 
4(x, x, = C AijXiXj + C BijYiXj + C CijXi,~j 
(i, j)ePuN (i, j)sPuN (i. j)tPuN 
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+ C DijXiXj + C EiXi + CFii?i 
(i. j)tPuN I L 
where A, B, C, D, E, and F are nonnegative scalars such that there exists a constant 
c satisfyingf(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all x binary. The importance of this definition is the 
following. If we can express the function f(x) as 
f(x) = c - 4(x, X) Vx binary (1.13) 
where c is a scalar and $J(.x, 2) is a quadratic posiform, then c will be an upper 
bound on u(QP). It is logical to desire the smallest scalar c for which there exists 
a quadratic posiform satisfying (1.13). More formally, the height H(,f) of the pseudo- 
Boolean function f(x) is the smallest scalar c such that f(x) + 4(x, X) = c for 
all x binary, with 4(-u, X) a quadratic posiform. The height off(x) is clearly a third 
upper bound on u(QP). 
Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone have shown that for any quadratic pseudo- 
Boolean function f(x), the three upper bounds v(R), u(CRF), and H(j) equal. Lu 
and Simeone [S] extended this result to show that u(R) = o(n). It is our intent to 
show these results in an entirely different manner by using a mixed-integer linear 
reformulation of Problem QP. We also provide a detailed discussion relating (1) 
the quadratic posiforms +4(x, 2) and scalars c satisfying f(x) + 4(x, 2) = c for all 
x binary and (2) the set of paved upper planes. Furthermore, we obtain the more 
recent result of Lu and Simeone [S] that the value of the roof-dual u(R) equals 
the value of the paved-dual o(n): that is, v(R) = u(n). While we show this last 
result using essentially the same linearization as used by Lu and Simeone, the 
motivation and approach are different. Lu and Simeone use a characterization of 
the extreme points of the linearization’s feasible region, due to a theorem of Balinski 
[2], to show that any basic optimal solution to the linear formulation (yielding 
u(R)) gives a dual feasible solution to the (minimization) paved-dual problem, and 
hence a lower bound on u(n). We, on the other hand, show this result by demonstrat- 
ing that the set of paved upper planes derive from the dual of one linearization and 
that the set of roofs derive from the dual of a second linearization obtained from 
the first by discarding certain constraints that are redundant at optimality. In other 
words, we show that the set of roofs is a subset of paved upper planes obtained by 
fixing to the value 0 the dual variables corresponding to certain constraints known 
to be redundant at optimality. 
2. Linearization 
Problem QP can be reformulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem 
using a well-known technique of Glover and Woolsey [6] which replaces each 
quadratic term Xixj V(i,j)EPuN in Problem QP by a single continuous variable 
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wij and four constraints which enforce that Wij = XiXj. Their idea, when applied tc 
Problem QP, results in the following mixed-integer linear programming problem. 
LPl: max C4iiXi + 
I (i, j;“Nqijwij> 
s.t. wij I xi Vl(i,jkP, (2.la: 
Wij I Xi ~G,jkN, (2.lb; 
Wij _< Xj w&p, (2.2aJ 
wij I Xj V(i,J’)EN, (2.2b) 
Xi + Xj - Wij < 1 V(i, j)EP, (2.3a) 
Xi + Xj - Wij I 1 V(i, j)EN, (2.3b) 
Wij 2 0 V(i,jkP, (2.4a) 
Wij 2 0 V(i,j)EN, (2.4b) 
Xi binary Vi. (2.5) 
Problems QP and LPl are equivalent in that (1) for any binary A, there exists 
a 6 (namely, ~ij = ~i~j V(i, j)EPuN) SO that (a, a,) is feasible to Problem LPl with the 
same objective value as R in Problem QP and (2) for any (a, ti) feasible to Problem 
LPl, 2 has the same objective function value in Problem QP as does (a, a) in 
Problem LPl. This result follows since from (2.1)~(2.4), wij = XiXj V(i, j)EPuN for 
any x binary. 
We now construct a new problem, Problem LP2, by deleting from Problem LPl the 
constraints (2.lb), (2.2b), (2.3a), and (2.4a). This problem is stated below for future 
reference. 
LP2: max CqiiXi + 
I 
s.t. Wij 2 Xi V(i,J’kP, (2.6) 
Wij I Xj VG,J’)EP, (2.7) 
Xi + Xj - Wij I 1 V(i, j)EN, (2.8) 
Wij 2 0 V(i,J’)EN, (2.9) 
Xi binary Vi. (2.10) 
Let Problems CLPl and CLP2 denote the continuous relaxations of Problems LPl 
and LP2 respectively obtained by replacing the x binary restrictions in (2.5) and (2.10) 
with 0 I x s 1. We show in the lemma below that v(CLP1) = v(CLP2). This result is 
instrumental in our establishing relationships between paved upper planes and roofs. 
Roof duality and Lagrangian duality 
Lemma. o(CLP1) = v(CLP2). 
Proof. Note that for any (i-, ti) feasible to Problem CLPl, (a, &) is also feasible 
to Problem CLP2 with the same objective value. Hence, u(CLP2) 2 o(CLP1). 
To show that u(CLP2) I v(CLP1) and prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that 
for any optimal solution (x*, w*) to Problem CLP2, (x*, w*) must satisfy (2.lb), 
(2.2b), (2.3a), and (2.4a). Toward this end, let (x*, w*) be an optimal solution to 
Problem CLP2. As observed by Lu and Simeone [S], w* can be expressed in terms 
of x* as wz = min{x*, x7) v(i,j)~P and wi*j = max{O, x* + XT - 1) V((i,j)EN. 
Consequently, (x*, w*) satisfies (2.lb), (2.2b), (2.3a), and (2.4a), and the proof is 
complete. q 
The above lemma and its proof are important for three reasons. First, using Lu 
and Simeone’s [S] result that o(CLP1) = u(CRF), we have established that 
u(CLP2) = u(CRF). (By defining a nonsingular linear transformation between the 
feasible regions to Problems CRF and CLP2, one can also obtain Hammer, Hansen 
and Simeone’s [7] result that regardless of the complementation of variables used to 
obtain Problem DRF from Problem QP, the optimal objective function value to 
Problem CRF remains invariant. See Adams and Dearing [ 1 J for details.) Second, and 
more importantly, we will use in Section 3 this equivalence between Problems CLPl 
and CLP2 to show the result of Lu and Simeone [S] that u(R) = u(n). Third, the 
proof, which essentially demonstrates that constraints (2.1 b), (2.2b), (2.3a), and (2.4a) 
of Problem CLPl are redundant at optimality, will lend insight in Section 3 into the 
difference between paved upper planes and roofs. 
3. Problem equivalence 
In this section, we examine the methods of Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone [7] and 
Lu and Simeone [S] in terms of Problems LPl and LP2. We begin by showing an 
equivalence between the set of paved upper planes and a Lagrangian dual to Problem 
LPl, and an equivalence between the set of roofs and a Lagrangian dual to Problem 
LP2. Using these relationships, along with the Lemma of Section 2, we then show that 
u(n) = u(R). A discussion of the concepts of best upper planes in terms of Problems 
LPl and LP2 is also provided. Following this, we show that for any given paved 
upper plane p(x), there exists a roof which strictly dominates it if and only if p(x) is not 
itself a roof. 
To begin, we consider Problem LPl and let ~1, /I, and n represent vectors of dual 
multipliers associated with constraints (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) respectively. A Lagrangian 
dual to Problem LPl can then be constructed as follows. 
LDl: minimize 8, (a, p, rc), 
@,B,rr)ZO 
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where 
T 4iixi + 1 (xij - 7cij)xi + C (pij - nij)xj 
(i, j)sPuN (i, j)ePuN 
+ 1 (qij - c(ij - Pij + 7lij)Wij + 
(i, j)sPuN 
It is well known that for any (CI, fi, rc) 2 0, Q,(cc, p, n) provides an upper bound on 
u(LP1): that is, Oi(c(, b, n) 2 u(LP1). In addition, 
7 4iixi + C qijwij 2 T Liiixi + C (%j - nij)xi + C (Pij - 71ij)xj 
(i, j)tPuN (i, jkPuN (i,j)ePuN 
+ 1 (qij - Kij - flij + 7Cij)Wij + C 7Cij 
(i. j)EPuN (i, j)ePuN 
(3.2) 
for all (rs, /I, rc) 2 0 and (x, w) feasible to (2.1))(2.5). Furthermore, the integrality 
property for Bi(a, fi, rt) holds (see Geoffrion [S]) so that 
o(LD1) = u(CLPl), (3.3) 
and this value will occur at any optimal dual solution of Problem CLPl. Suppose now 
that in computing (3.2) we restrict attention to those (c(, b, rr) values which permit 
a dual feasible completion to Problem CLPl: that is, to those (a, fi, rc) values satisfying 
(x, 8, rc) 2 0 and rXij + pij - srij 2 qij V(i, j)fPu N. Such a restriction ensures that the 
coefficients on the variables w in the right-hand side of each resulting inequality in 
(3.2) are nonpositive. Consequently, the following relaxed version of (3.2) results by 
assigning coefficients of 0 to all variables w appearing in the right-hand sides. 
C qiixi + C qijwij I 1 qiiXi + C taij - 71ij)xi 
I (i. j)EPuN L (i,j)EPuN 
+ C (Bij - nij)xj + 1 nij (3.4) 
(i, j)tPuN (i, j)sPuN 
for all (cz, p, rc) 2 0 with zij + Bij - rcij 2 qij V(i, j)EPuN and all (x, w) feasible to 
(2.1)-(2.5). 
Theorem 1. A linearfunction p(x) is u paved upper plane fad only ifit is ofthefornr 
C qiiXi + C (Ccij - 7Tij)Xi + 1 (flij - nij)xj + 1 xi.i (3’5) 
I (i. j)ePuN (i. j)ePuN (i, j)EPuN 
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where (cz, /?, K) are dual multipliers for constraints (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) respectiuely 
that permit a dual feasible completion to Problem CLPl; that is, (c(, /?, TC) 2 0 and 
"ij + pij - 71ij 2 4ij V(i,j)EPuN. 
Proof. As stated in (1.4), a paved upper plane is a linear function of the form 
1 
(i. jIGPuN 
(aij.xi + b;jXj + cij) + T qiixi 
where for each (i, j)cP~ N, (a, b, C) satisfy Cij 2 0, aij + Cij 2 0, bij + cij 2 0, and 
aij + bij + cij 2 qij. Define for each (i, j)EPu N the bijective relationships 
Slij = a;j + cij, Bij = bij + cij, and ~ij = cij to obtain the result. 0 
A number of results follow directly from Theorem 1 and the prior discussion. Since 
(3.4) holds for all (x, w) feasible to (2.1))(2.5) SO that Wij = XiXj V(i, j)EPu N, the 
variables wij V (i, j)EPu N on the left-hand side of inequality (3.4) can be replaced, if 
desired, by xixj. As a result, we have constructively established the fact that each 
paved upper plane p(x) must satisfy p(x) zf(x) for all x binary and therefore that 
max, t,inarymin,,,p(x) 2 max, binaryf(x). Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone [7] 
obtained a strengthened version of this result by showing that the set of paved 
upper planes is complete. As explained in Section 1 via (1.1) and (1.2), a set S of 
upper planes is defined to be complete if f(x) = min,,,p(x) for all x binary, and 
that given a complete set of upper planes S, max, binary minpeS p(x) = max, binary f(x). 
A complete set of paved upper planes, however, may not be needed to ensure that 
max Xbinaryminpsnp(x) = c(QP). Recalling that a Benders’ cut [3] for Problem 
LPl corresponding to some fixed binary solution x = .? is computed by dualizing 
constraints (2.1) (2.2) and (2.3) using an optimal set of dual variables to the linear 
programming problem obtained by fixing x = ,? in Problem LPl, in light of 
Theorem 1, Benders’ partitioning algorithm may be viewed as a procedure for 
computing a set of paved upper planes ll’ G Il such that max,,rnary min,,,,p(x) 
= u(QP). 
We now direct attention to Problem LP2 and construct a Lagrangian dual to this 
problem in a similar manner to the way in which Problem LDl was constructed, that 
is by placing multiples of the constraints (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) into the objective 
function using vectors of multipliers X, p, and rt respectively. Here, however, only 
a subset of the multipliers (c(, /I$ rr) used in Problem LDl are required since only 
a subset of the constraints (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are present in (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). Upon 
doing so, Problem LD2 results. 
LD2: minimize H,(r, p, 7r), 
(a.p,rr)ZO 
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where 
w,j>O (i, j)EN 
+ ,i,gep (4ij - Qj - Bijlwij + C (4ij + nij)wij 
(i,j)EN 
+ C qiiXi + C 7Cij 
I (i,j)EN 1 
(3.6) 
Here, as with Problem LDl, for any (a, /I, n) 2 0, dz(cl, /I, n) 2 v(LP2) with 
F qiixi + C 
(i, j)ePuN 
+ ,i,zEp (4ij - clij - Pijjwij + C (4ij + nij)wij 
(i,j)EN 
+ C 4iixi + 1 nij 
I (i,j)EN 
(3.7) 
for all (G(, /I, rc) 2 0 and (x, w) feasible to (2.6)-(2.10). In a similar manner to Problem 
LDl, the integrality property holds for 02(c1, /I, z), and therefore 
4LD2) = u(CLP2). (3.8) 
Since the minimum value to Problem LD2 will be attained at any optimal dual 
solution to Problem CLP2, we restrict attention to those (a, /I, z) values satisfying 
(c(, /I, TC) 2 0, aij + pij = qij tr(i,j)~P, and - Xij 2 qij v((i,j)~N. Observe that the 
(c(, /I,rt) values satisfying these restrictions permit a dual feasible completion to Prob- 
lem CLP2 and that the latter two restrictions combine to ensure that the coefficients 
on the variables w in the right-hand side of inequality (3.7) are nonpositive. Hence, 
(3.7) can be relaxed to 
1 4iixi + 
I 
ci,j,FpyN4ijwij 5 C 4iixi + C uijxi + C Bijxj 
I (i,j)EP (i.j)sP 
-(,~N~ijXi--(,~~NXijXj+(,~NXij (3.9) 
I, E I, I, E 
for all (a, 8, Z) 2 0 with Mij + pij = qij Vl(i,j)~P and - 71ij 2 qij v(i,j)~N, and all (x, W) 
feasible to (2.6)-(2.10). 
Theorem 2. A linear function p(x) is a roof if and only if it is of the form 
C 
(i,j)EP 
@jxi + (’ zEp ljijxj - (, z Nnijxi - (, z N 71ijxj + T 4iixi + (’ FENnij 
I, I, E I, E I, 
(3.10) 
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Proof. As stated in (1.5), a roof is a linear function of the form 
1 tiijxi + (4ij - &j)Xj) + 1 Aij(l - Xi - Xj) + 1 qiiXi 
(i,j)EP 
where 0 I lij I 1 qij 1 
define the bijective 
7rij = Aij V(i,j)EN to 
(i,j)eN I 
V(i,j)EPu N. Given any fixed values of ~ij in these intervals, 
relationships ~ij = iij V(i,j)EP, fiij = qij - lij V(i, j)EP, and 
establish the result. 0 
Using parallel arguments to those used for paved upper planes, we can obtain 
analogous results for roofs in terms of upper bounding the functionf(x). Given any 
roof p(x), the inequality p(x) 2f(x) for all x binary follows from (3.9) and Theorem 2 
by substituting XiXj = wij V(i, j)EPuN in the left-hand side of (3.9). Here, as in the 
case of paved upper planes, Benders’ partitioning algorithm [3] can be used to 
generate a set of roofs R’ G R such that max, binary minpsRz p(x) = a(QP). 
It is of interest to note the relationship between “best paved upper planes” and “best 
roofs” and Problems CLPl and CLP2 respectively. As noted in (1.3), given a complete 
set of upper planes S, best upper planes p*(x) are defined in terms of the set S, and are 
those upper planes satisfying max, binary p*(x) = minpeS max, binary p(x). Letting 
S = II, “best paved upper planes” are precisely strongest surrogate constraints in the 
Geoffrion sense [4] obtained by computing (3.5) using any optimal set of dual 
variables (a, /I, rr) to constraints (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) of Problem CLPl respectively. 
Similarly, when S represents the set of roofs, “best roofs” can be obtained by 
computing (3.10) using any optimal set of dual variables (a, /I, z) to constraints (2.6), 
(2.7), and (2.8) of Problem CLP2 respectively. 
Noting the general form of the set of paved upper planes as given in (3.5) and the 
general form of the set of roofs as given in (3.10) it follows that the set of paved upper 
planes contains the set of roofs in that by restricting ~ij = Bij = 0 V(i, j)EN and 
Clij + Jij = qij V(i,j)EP in the former set, the latter set results. These CY and b values 
fixed equal to 0 are precisely those dual variables in Problem CLPl corresponding to 
the redundant constraints (2.lb) and (2.2b). Furthermore, the explicit enforcing of the 
restrictions C(ij + /Iij = qij V(i, j)EP is equivalent to restricting the dual variables 
corresponding to constraints (2.3a) and (2.4a) to the value 0. Hence, the set of roofs 
may be viewed as a subset of the set of paved upper planes obtained by assigning dual 
variable values of 0 to a subset of the constraints (2.1)-(2.4) known to be redundant at 
optimality. The result of Lu and Simeone [S] that v(n) = u(R) follows, and is stated 
below. 
Theorem 3. u(n) = v(R). 
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Proof. u(LD1) = o(CLP1) = u(CLP2) = 4LD2) from the lemma and equations (3.3) 
and (3.8). Invoking Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain the desired result. 0 
Since the set of all roofs R is complete as defined in (l.l), it follows that for any 
paved upper plane p(x) which is not also a roof, the set of all roofs R dominates p(x) in 
that min p,ERP(X) 5 P( x ) f or all x binary. The theorem below strengthens this result in 
the sense that it shows that for any paved upper plane p(x) which is not also a roof, 
there exists a single roof p’(x) which strictly dominates it; that is, there exists a roof 
p’(x) so that p’(x) I p(x) for all x binary with p’(2) < p(i) for at least one binary 2. In 
fact, the theorem also establishes the converse; if there exists a roof p’(x) which strictly 
dominates a given paved upper plane p(x), then p(x) cannot be a roof. 
Theorem 4. Given any paved upper plane p(x), there exists a rooJ’p’(x) which strictly 
dominates it ij” and only if p(x) is not a roof: 
Proof. Let p(x) be any paved upper plane which is not also a roof. Then, by 
Theorem 1, p(x) can be written as follows 
P(X) = 1 Yiixi + taij - 7cij)xi 
I (i, j)EPuN 
+ C (Bij - nijJxj + C nij 
(i. j)ePuN (i, j)tPuN 
(3.11) 
where (c(, fl, rr) are dual multipliers for constraints (2.1) (2.2) and (2.3) respectively that 
permit a dual feasible completion to Problem CLPl. Define a set of dual multipliers 
(a’, p’, x’) for constraints (2.6) (2.7) and (2.8) in terms of the given (a, j3, rr) values as 
“ij = [qijXij/(cCij + pij)] V((i, j)EP, fiij = [qiiPij/(aij + flij)] V((i, j)EP, and n:j = 
max[O, 7Tij - G!ij - /Iii] V(i, j)EN. (LX’, /T, TC’ is clearly dual feasible to Problem CLP2 ) 
and consequently, p’(x) defined as 
P'tx) = CYiixi + 1 a~jXi + C BljXj - C lC;jXi 
I (i,j)EP (i,j)tP (i,j)EN 
(3.12) 
is a roof by Theorem 2. p’(x) dominates p(x) as p’(x) - p(x) = cCi, jJEP,,N Oij where for 
each (i, j)E P u N, 
(~~j - “ij + 7lij)Xi + (PIj - Bij + nij)Xj - 71ij, 
Uij = 
if (i, j)EP, 
(3.13) 
( - n; - Zij + 7lij)Xi + ( - Tcij - Bij + Tlij)Xj + 71~j - “ij, 
I if (i,j)EN, 
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since for any binary x, Bij I 0 V(i,j@PuN. To establish strict dominance, we only 
concern ourselves with the case where &, j)EN 71~j = ci, j)EPvN 7cij since otherwise 
p’(0) < p(0) where 0 is the compatible vector of zeroes. We will now show that 
p’(e) < p(e) where e is the vector of ones. Using (3.13) and noting that a~j + /?ij = qij 
V(i, j)EP by dual feasibility to Problem CLP2 and that &jJENrrIj = cci, j)tPvN nij, we 
obtain that p’(e) - p(e) = Cci,j)cr(qij - Mij - /Iij) - Cci,jJEN(Clij + fiij). NOW, since P(X) 
is not a roof, by Theorems 1 and 2 there must exist at least one (i, j)EPu N, say (r, s), 
such that (r, S)EN with CI,, + firs > 0 or (r, S)EP with u,,* + prS > q,.. In either case, by 
dual feasibility to Problem CLPl, the result follows. 
Next, let p(x) be any paved upper plane which is also a roof, and suppose that there 
exists a roof p’(x) such that p’(x) I p(x) for all x binary. Then by Theorem 2, p(x) can 
be written as (3.11) with rij + pij = qij V(i, j)EP, Ctij = pij = 0 V(i, j)EN, and “ij = 0 
V(i, j)EP, and p’(x) as (3.12) where (M’, b’, 7~‘) are dual multipliers for constraints (2.6) 
(2.7), and (2.8) that permit a dual feasible completion to Problem CLP2. Using (3.13) 
p’(0) - p(0) = p(e) - p’(e) which, since p’(x) I p(x) for all x binary, gives 
p’(e) - p(e) = 0 and Cci,j)EN nij = Cci,j)ePUN Zij. Hence, from (3.13), observing that 
P’(X) - p(x) = Ciyixi where for each i 
(z~j-_ij+nij)+ C (-Xij-Eij+.rrij) 
j:(i, j)EP j:(i,j)EN 
+ C (fi>i - flji + 7Cji) + C ( - 71>i - p;i + nji) 
j:(j,i)eP j:(j,i)sN 
and that no yS can be positive (since otherwise 2 defined as ii = 0 V’i # s and & = 1 
would yield p’(R) > p(i)), we obtain that yi = 0 Vi. Consequently, the only roof p’(x) 
satisfying p’(x) I p(x) for all binary x is p’(x) = p(x), and hence we cannot achieve 
strict dominance. This completes the proof. 0 
In the above proof, we explicitly constructed for any paved upper plane p(x) which 
is not also a roof, a single roof p’(x) which strictly dominates p(x). One can further this 
analysis by expressing in terms of the dual feasible region to Problem CLP2 the set of 
all such dominating roofs for the given paved upper plane p(x). For the sake of brevity, 
the results and proofs are omitted here with the interested reader referred to Adams 
and Dearing [l]. 
It is of interest to note here the relationship between the results of this section and 
the work of Magnanti and Wong [9] on the generation and characterization of 
“good” or pareto-optimal cuts for mixed-integer programming problems. With 
respect to Problem LPl, the term cut is used to refer to any linear inequality 
4QP) 5 P(X) (3.14) 
where p(x) is a paved upper plane of the form (3.5) generated using multipliers (M, fi, rc) 
for constraints (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) respectively that satisfy for all (i, j)EPuN, C(ij 2 0, 
Bij 2 0, nij 2 0, and xij + pij - rcij 2 qij. Adopting the terminology of Magnanti and 
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Wong [9], an inequality of the form (3.14) is said to be pareto-optimal if the associated 
paved upper plane p(x) is such that no other paved upper plane strictly dominates it. 
Furthermore, if the multipliers (CI, fl, n) defining some given p(x) in (3.14) generate 
a pareto-optimal cut, then these multipliers are said to be pareto-optimal. Theorem 4 
establishes that an inequality of the form (3.14) is pareto-optimal if and only if the 
associated paved upper plane p(x) is a roof, while Theorems 1, 2, and 4 combine to 
show that the multipliers (a, p, n) generating a given paved upper plane p(x) are 
pareto-optimal if and only if (a, /I, rr) nonnegative satisfy “ij = Bij = 0 t/(i,j)~N, 
Clij + Bij = qij V(~,J’)EP, and - nij 2 qij V((~,J’)EN. 
4. Height 
In this section we explain the quadratic complementation of variables discussed in 
Section 1 in terms of the dual to Problem CLPl, and show how the height of 
a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f(x) derives from this linear programming 
problem. We then tie together the ideas of quadratic posiforms and paved upper 
planes by discussing relationships between (1) the quadratic posiforms 4(x, X) and 
scalars c satisfyingf(x) + 4(x, X) = c f or all x binary and (2) the set of paved upper 
planes. 
To begin, we recall from Section 1 that Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone [7] have 
defined the height H(f) of a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f as the smallest 
constant c such that f(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all binary x, with 4(x, X) a quadratic 
posiform. Noting from (1.12) the form of a quadratic posiform, the height of the 
quadratic functionf(x) = xi qiixi + C(i,j)EP”N 4ij , J x.x. is the smallest constant c such 
that 
C4iixi + (, jJCpvNqijXiXj s C Aijxixj + C Bij.Tixj 
1 I, E (i, j)EPuN (i, j)sPvN 
+ C CijXiXj + C DijXiXj 
(i, j)ePuN (i, j)sPuN 
+ CEiXi + CFiZi = C (4.1) 
for all x binary where (A, B, C, D, E, F) are nonnegative scalars. 
The quadratic posiforms 4(x, X) of (1.12) that satisfy (4.1) for a given function 
f(x) and constant c possess some special properties. We establish in the theorem 
below a necessary relationship between the nonnegative coefficients (A, B, C, 
D, E, F), the coefficients qij V(i,j)~Pu N and qii Vi, and the constant c for (4.1) to hold. 
Theorem 5. Given U quadratic pseudo-Boolean fUtlCtiO?l f(X) = xi qiiXi + 
c,i, j)sPuN qij XiXj and u constant C, the quadratic posiform 
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$(X,X) = C AijXiXj + C BijxiXj + C Cijxixj 
(i. j)ePuN (i. j)sPuN (i, j)sPuN 
+ 1 DijXiXj + CEiXi + CFi-fi 
(i, j)sPuN I I 
satis$es 
C4iiXi + qijXiXj + 4(X, X) = C 
I (i, j)sPuN 
for all x binary only if 
c= C Dij+CFi, 
(i, j)sPuN I 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Ei = - qii- C cij - 1 Bji + 1 Dij 
j: (i, j)ePuN j:(j,i)sPuN j:(i,j)sPuN 




Aij = Bij + Cij - Dij - qij for ~11 (i,j)EPuN. (4.5) 
Proof. (4.2) must hold for all x binary. Let xi = 0 for all i to obtain (4.3). Next, for each 
i, let Xi = 1 and Xj = 0 for all j # i to obtain 
4ii + C Bji + C cij + 1 Dj, + Ei + C Fj = C 
j:(j,i)sPuN j:(i, j)ePuN (j,k)ePvN j#i 
i#(jork) 
for all i which by (4.3) implies (4.4). Next, for each (i, j)EPuN, let Xi = Xj = 1 with 
xk = 0 Vk # (i or j) to obtain 
4ii + 4jj + 4ij + Aij + Bkj + 1 Bki + 1 cjk 
k:(k,j)sPuN k:(k,i)sPuN k:(j,k)sPuN 
k#i 
+ c Cik + 1 Dkl + EL + Ej + C Fk = C 
k:(i,k)EPuN (k,f)EPuN k# (ior j) 
k+j k#(iorj) 
I#(iorj) 
for all (i, j)EPuN which by (4.3) and (4.4) implies (4.5). 0 
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Consider now any quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f(x) = xi qiiXi + 
C(i, j)cP”Nqij XiXj and the following four families of equations which we associate with it. 
XiXj + XiXj = Xi V(i, j)EPu N, (4.6) 
xixj + xixj = xj V(i,j)EPuN, (4.71 
Xi + Xj - XiXj + XiXj = 1 V(i,j)EPuN, (431 
Xi + Xi = 1 Vi. (4.9) 
The reader can readily verify that equations (4.6)-(4.9) must hold for all x binary and, 
as a result, that any surrogate of these equalities must also hold for all x binary. We 
use this fact in the theorem below to relate the posiforms 4(x, X) and constants 
c satisfying f(x) + 4(x, 2) = c for all x binary with the dual feasible region to 
Problem CLPl. 
Theorem 6. Given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f(X) = CiqiiXi + 
C.’ c,,,,EPUNqijXi~j3 a quadratic posiform 
~(X, X) = C AijXiXj + C Bijxixj + C CijXi~j 
(i, j)ePuN (i, j)ePuN (i, j)EPuN 
+ c DijXiXj + CEiXi + CFixi, 
(i, j)EPuN i i 
and a constant c, 
f(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all x binary (4.10) 
ifand only iff(x) + 4(x, .%) = c is a surrogate of(4.6)-(4.9) using multipliers (a, /?, 71, y) 
which are dualfeasible to Problem CLPl and correspond to constraints (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), 
and the xi I 1 restrictions respectively. 
Proof. Given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean functionf(x), a quadratic posiform 4(x, X), 
and a constant c such thatf(x) + 4(x, X) = c is a surrogate of (4.6)-(4.9) using a dual 
feasible solution to Problem CLPl, (4.10) must hold since any surrogate of (4.6)-(4.9) 
holds for all x binary. Now suppose that for a given quadratic pseudo-Boolean 
functionf(x), a quadratic posiform 4(x, X), and a constant c, (4.10) holds. The proof 
reduces to finding a dual feasible solution to Problem CLPl with which 
f(x) + 4(x, X) = c can be computed as a surrogate of (4.6)-(4.9). Note that (IX, p, 7c, B) is 
a dual feasible solution to Problem CLPl if 
"ij + /3ij - 71ij 2 qij V(i,j)EPuN, (4.11) 
- C Ciij - 
j:(i,j)sPuN 
j:(j z,,,Pji + 2 zij + C nji + Yi 2 4ii 
j:(i,j)ePuN j:(j,i)sPuN 
Vi, (4.12) 
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and 
cI,B,X,Y 20. (4.13) 
Define ~ij = Cij V(i, j)EPuN, Bij = Bij V(i, j)EPuN, 71ij = Dij V(i, j)EPuN, and 
yi = F, V’i. Recalling from Theorem 5 the manner in which the constant c and the 
coefficients Ei Vi and Aij V(i, j)EPu N are uniquely defined in terms of B, C, D, and F, 
it follows that the equation f(x) + 4(x, X) = c results from surrogating (4.6))(4.9) 
using these (~1, /$ rt, y) multipliers. Observe now that these (a, p, rc, y) multipliers satisfy 
(4.13) since B, C, D, and F are nonnegative. Moreover, for each i, since Ei 2 0, (4.4) 
ensures that (x, p, rc, y) satisfy (4.12) while for each (i, j)EPu N, since Aij 2 0, (4.5) 
ensures that (SI, b, 71, y) satisfy (4.11). Hence, (E, 8, 7c, y) so defined is dual feasible to 
Problem CLPl and the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 6 establishes a one-to-one relationship between the dual feasible solutions 
to Problem CLPl and the posiforms 4(x,X) and constants c satisfying 
f(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all x binary. This is the case since each equation in (4.6)+4.9) 
contains a single term with a complemented variable, and since each term in 4(x, X) 
with a complemented variable appears in exactly one equation of (4.6)-(4.9). Conse- 
quently, given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean functionf(x) and a constant c, the set of 
posiforms 4(x, X) satisfying f(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all x binary (if any) is associated 
with a convex subset of the dual feasible region to Problem CLPl, namely that dual 
subset with objective function value c. 
It is of interest and worth reiterating precisely how Theorem 6 defines the posiforms 
4(x, X) and the constants c in terms of the dual variables (c(, fi, rc, y). Since for each 
(i, j)EP u N, the terms XiXj, XiXj, and XiXj serve as the slack variables for constraints (2. l), 
(2.2), and (2.3) respectively, and since for each i, Xi serves as the slack variable for the 
Xi I 1 inequality, the dual variables (xij, /I,, 71ij, and yi are precisely the coefficients on 
XiXj, XiXj, XiXj, and Xi respectively. Moreover, for each (i, j)EPu N, the Aij coefficient on 
XiXj is the dual surplus of the corresponding constraint in (4.11) and for each i, the Ei 
coefficient on Xi is the dual surplus of the corresponding constraint in (4.12). As 
mentioned above, the constant c is the dual objective value at the given (a, fi, X, y) values. 
A consequence of Theorem 6 is the following corollary which relates the height of 
a quadratic pseudo-Boolean functionf(x) with the optimal objective function value to 
Problem CLPl. 
Corollary. The height H(f) of a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f(x) defined as the 
smallest constant c such that there exists a quadratic posiform +(x,X) satisfying 
f(x) + 4(x, 2) = c for all x binary is the optimal objective function value to Problem 
CLPl. 
Proof. By Theorem 6, we have that H(f) = minimum{C~i,j)EPvN7Cij + Ciyi: 
(a, /?, n, y) satisfy (4.1 l), (4.12), and (4.13)) which is the linear programming dual to 
Problem CLPl. 0 
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Recalling Theorem 3 and its proof, we now have the string of equalities 
v(n) = o(LD1) = u(CLP1) = u(CLP2) = u(LD2) = v(R) = H(f). 
Given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean functionf(x), Theorem 1 establishes a relation- 
ship between the set of paved upper planes and the dual feasible region to Problem 
CLPl while Theorem 6 establishes a relationship between the set of quadratic 
posiforms 4(x, X) and constants c satisfyingf(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all x binary and the 
dual feasible region to Problem CLPl. Consequently, the set of paved upper planes is 
related to the set of quadratic posiforms $(x,X) and constants c satisfying 
f(x) + 4(x, X) = c for all x binary. Theorems 7 and 8 address these relationships. 
Theorem 7. Given any paved upper plane p(x) corresponding to a quadratic pseudo- 
Boolean functionf(x) = CiqiiXi + Cci, j)EPvN qijXiXj> there exists a quadratic posiform 
4(x, X) so that f(x) + 4(x, 2) = p(x) for all x binary. 
Proof. Given a paved upper plane p(x) corresponding to a quadratic pseudo-Boolean 
functionf(x), by Theorem 1, p(x) must be of the form 
CqiiXi + C (Crij - rij)Xi + C (pij - 71ij)xj + C lcij 
1 (i. j)cPuN (i, j)sPuN (i, j)sPuN 
where (a, fi, rc) are multipliers for constraints (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) respectively that 
permit a dual feasible completion to Problem CLPl. For each (i,j)EPu N, multiply 
the corresponding equation in (4.6) (4.7) and (4.8) by aij, pij, and Tlij respectively. Sum 
over all resulting equations to obtainf(x) + 4(x, X) = p(x) for all x binary where 
4(X, X) = C CcijXiXj + C PijXiXj + C 7CijXiXj 
(i, j)cPuN (i, j)ePuN (i, j)sPuN 
+ 1 (aij + pij - 7Cij - qij)XiXj. 
(i. j)ePuN 
C#J(X, X) is a posiform since for each (i, j)EP u N, ~ij 2 0, Bij 2 0, nij 2 0, and aij + Bij - “ij 
- qij 2 0 by dual feasibility to Problem CLPl. This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 8. Given any quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f(x) = ciqiixi + 
C[i,j)ePuNqij xixj, any quadratic posiform 
C$(X, X) = C AijXiXj + C BijXiXj + C CijXiXj 
(i, j)ePuN (i, j)ePuN (i, j)ePuN 
+ C DijXiXj + CEiXi + CFixi, 
(i. j)EPuN I I 
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and any constant c satisfying 
f(x) + 4(x, 2) = c for all x binary, 
p(x) = (C - IiF,) + Ci(Fi - Ei)Xi is a paued upper plane. 
(4.14) 
Proof. Given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f (x), a quadratic posiform 4(x, X), 
and a constant c satisfying (4.14), by Theorem 6, (4.14) can be generated as a surrogate 
of (4.6)-(4.9) using multipliers (a, /?, rc, y) which are dual feasible to Problem CLPl and 
correspond to constraints (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and the Xi I 1 restrictions respectively. 
Compute (3.5) using the given (n, /I, n) multipliers to obtain 
( i)i C - CFi + C(Fi - Ei)Xi 
which by Theorem 1 is a paved upper plane. q 
It is important to note that given a quadratic pseudo-Boolean function f(x) and 
a paved upper plane p(x), while Theorem 7 shows the existence of a posiform 4(x, X) 
satisfying f(x) + 4(x, X) = p(x) for all x binary, this posiform may not be unique. 
Consider, for example, the functionf(x) = x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3 and the paved upper 
plane p(x) = x1 + x2 + x3. The quadratic posiforms x,X2 + Xix, + x2X3 and 
X1x, + xlXJ + 22x3 both satisfy f(x) + 4(x, 2) = p(x) for all x binary. There is, in 
fact, one posiform corresponding to each dual feasible solution to the linear program- 
ming problem max{f(x) - p(x): (2.1))(2.4)} (obtained by substituting Wij = XiXj 
V(i, j)EPu N in f (x)) which has dual objective value 0. 
Theorems 7 and 8 focus attention upon paved upper planes but analogous argu- 
ments can be made in terms of roofs. Recalling from Theorem 1 that a linear function 
p(x) is a paved upper plane if and only if it is of the form (3.5) where (c(, /?, n) are dual 
multipliers for constraints (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) respectively that permit a dual feasible 
completion to Problem CLPl, and from Section 3 that the set of roofs is a subset of 
the set of paved upper planes obtained by fixing Cxij = liij = 0 V(i, j)EN and 
aij + /?ij = qij V(i,j)EP, Theorem 7 can be modified SO that in computing 4(x, X) to 
satisfyf(x) + 4(x, X) = p(x) for all x binary with p(x) a roof, 4(x, X) must be of the 
form 
(, s Paijxi-yi + C (4ij - ij -i j CI )X X + C 7lijXiXj + C ( - 7Lij - qij)XpXj 
1, E (i,j)EP (i,j)EN (i,j)eN 
(4.15) 
where 0 < Clij I qij V(i, j)EP and where 0 I 71ij 5 - qij v((i,j)~N. Moreover, if 4(x, X) 
is of this form and p(x) is a paved upper plane satisfying f(x) + 4(x, X) = p(x) for all 
x binary, then by Theorem 2 and the proof of Theorem 6, p(x) must be a roof. 4(x, X) 
as stated in (4.15) is precisely the “quadratic residual” associated with a roof as defined 
by Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone [7]. 
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